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Deep Learning Applications

• Text Detection
• Image Style Transfer
• Face Pose & Gaze Detection
• Video Synthesis



Deep Learning Applications – Text Detection

Deep neural network based text detector for historical maps https://github.com/machines-reading-maps/map-kurator

https://github.com/machines-reading-maps/map-kurator


Deep Learning Applications – Map Style Transfer

https://zekun-li.github.io/side-by-side/Convert the OSMmap images to the historical style

https://zekun-li.github.io/side-by-side/


Deep Learning Applications – Pose & Gaze

A joint model to predict the gaze and face mesh simultaneously



Deep Learning Applications – Video Synthesis

A joint model to predict the gaze and face mesh simultaneously

Wav2Lip: Synthesize lip movement given the audio

Prajwal, K. R., et al. "A lip sync expert is all you need for speech to lip generation in the wild." Proceedings of the 28th ACM International Conference on Multimedia. 2020.



Why choose Pytorch?

• Python-based framework
• Easy to learn and easy to debug
• Dynamic graph structure
• Supports GPU and CPU computation

Figure from https://devopedia.org/deep-learning-frameworks



Outline

• Pytorch Tensors
• Frequently used layers

• Linear Layer
• Convolution Layer

• Activation Functions
• Train neural network with Pytorch



Pytorch Tensor

• Tensor is a multi-dimensional matrix containing elements of a single data type
• Tensors can be created directly from a list

• or initialized from Numpy array



Pytorch Tensor

• Tensor can be created given the size of existing tensors
• Tensor with ones

• Tensor with random values



Tensor Data Types

• Each tensor has a data type
• You can specify the data type explicitly when creating tensor
• If not specified, the data type will be inferred implicitly



Tensor Attributes

• Frequently used attributes • List all attributes and functions with dir()



Tensor Operations

• Pytorch tensors support indexing and slicing operations



Tensor Operations

• Joining tensors



Tensor Multiplication

• Matrix Multiplication • Element-wise Multiplication



Tensor Gradient

• Pytorch could automatically calculate the gradient of a tensor



Tensor Gradient

• Gradients will be summed up before making an update

• Reset gradient with .grad.zero_() or optimizer.zero_grad() during training



Linear Layer

• Create a Linear Layer
• Linear Layer performs the operation y=Ax+b
• A and b are network parameters (weights) initialized randomly
• If we do not need b, set the bias=False



Linear Layer

• Create a Linear Layer
• Linear Layer can also take 3D tensor as input

Question: what is the shape of linear_output?



Linear Layer

• Create a Linear Layer
• Linear Layer can also take 3D tensor as input



Linear Layer

• Shape of the network parameters A and b

Question: what is the shape of A and b?



Linear Layer

• Shape of the network parameters A and b



Convolution Layer

• Convolution Layer
• nn.Conv2d

Figure from https://github.com/vdumoulin/conv_arithmetic

blue map is input
green map is output



Activation Functions

Figure from https://medium.com/@shrutijadon/survey-on-activation-functions-for-deep-learning-9689331ba092



Activation Functions

• Sigmoid Activation

Notice that the range of sig_output and linear_output is different!



Build the Neural Network

• __init__()
• Declare the layers to use

This example is from https://pytorch.org/tutorials/beginner/blitz/cifar10_tutorial.html



Build the Neural Network

• __init__()
• Declare the layers to use

• forward()
• Construct the network



Define Loss function and Optimizer

• For classification tasks, it is common to use cross entropy loss
• Common optimizers are Stocastic Gradient Descent (SGD) and Adam



Load and Normalize the Dataset
• Define transformation

• Load the dataset
Prepare the inputs and GTs
one sample at a time

Collect the inputs and GTs
intominibatches



Load and Normalize the Dataset
• Define transformation

• Load the dataset



Custom Dataset
• Pytorch has pre-defined classes for benchmark datasets

• To process your own data, you need to write a custom dataset class



Custom Dataset Example

This example is from https://towardsdatascience.com/custom-dataset-in-pytorch-part-1-images-2df3152895



Train the Network



Train the Network



Train the Network



Train the Network



Save and Load Model

• Save model weights
• Model weights are stored in an internal state dictionary

• Load model weights



Summary: Essential Components

• Dataset
• Model
• Loss function
• Optimizer



Jupyter notebook Tutorials

• CIFAR-10 Tutorial:
• https://yaoyichi.github.io/spatial-ai/lab/CIFAR10_Tutorial.ipynb

• Transfer Learning Tutorial
• https://yaoyichi.github.io/spatial-ai/lab/transfer_learning_tutorial.ipynb

https://yaoyichi.github.io/spatial-ai/lab/CIFAR10_Tutorial.ipynb
https://yaoyichi.github.io/spatial-ai/lab/transfer_learning_tutorial.ipynb


How to use Google Colab?
Go to https://colab.research.google.com/, click New notebook to create a live jupyter notebook instance

https://colab.research.google.com/


How to use Google Colab?
To enable GPU, go to Runtime-> Change runtime type, set the Hardware accelerator to be GPU.
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